Master of Teaching (Secondary) (full-time) commencing 2022

Year 1
Students must complete all the following:

Semester One
EDMT5676  Re-thinking: Students, Teachers, Schools (5 cps)
EDMT5010  Special and Inclusive Education (3 cps)
EDMT5706  Aboriginal Education: Secondary Contexts (4 cps)
EDMT6019  LANTITE MTeach (0 cps)
EDMT5***  First Teaching Area Curriculum unit 1 (6 cps)
EDMT5***  Second Teaching Area Curriculum unit 1 (6 cps)

Semester Two
EDMT5502  Teaching for Learning: Teachers and Students (6 cps)
EDMT5678  Literacy and Numeracy: Secondary Schools (4 cps)
EDMT5681  MTeach Professional Experience 1 (2 cps)
EDMT5***  First Teaching Area Curriculum unit 2 (6 cps)
EDMT5***  Second Teaching Area Curriculum unit 2 (6 cps)

Curriculum units of study
EDMT5011  Aboriginal Studies Curriculum 1
EDMT5012  Aboriginal Studies Curriculum 2
EDMT5610  Classical Hebrew & Judaism Curriculum 1
EDMT5660  Classical Hebrew & Judaism Curriculum 2
EDMT5003  Commerce Curriculum 1
EDMT5004  Commerce Curriculum 2
EDMT5604  Drama Curriculum 1
EDMT5654  Drama Curriculum 2
EDMT5607  English Curriculum 1
EDMT5657  English Curriculum 2
EDMT5608  Geography Curriculum 1
EDMT5658  Geography Curriculum 2
EDMT5692  Health Curriculum 1
EDMT5693  Health Curriculum 2
EDMT5609  History Curriculum 1
EDMT5659  History Curriculum 2
EDMT5611  Languages Curriculum 1
EDMT5612  Languages Curriculum 1 (Additional)
EDMT5661  Languages Curriculum 2
EDMT5662  Languages Curriculum 2 (Additional)
EDMT5613  Mathematics Curriculum 1
EDMT5614  Mathematics Curriculum 1 (Extension)
EDMT5663  Mathematics Curriculum 2
EDMT5664  Mathematics Curriculum 2 (Extension)
EDMT5700  Music Curriculum 1
EDMT5701  Music Curriculum 1 Extension
EDMT5702  Music Curriculum 2
EDMT5703  Music Curriculum 2 Extension
EDMT5694  Physical Education 1
EDMT5695  Physical Education 2
EDMT5617  Science Curriculum 1
EDMT5006  Science Curriculum 1 Extension
Students must complete all the following:

**Semester One**
- EDMT6500 Assessing for Learning: Diversity and Equity (5 cps)
- EDMT6125 Special Education: Inclusive Schools (3 cps)
- EDMT6629 MTeach Professional Experience 2 (2 cps)
- EDMT6630 Information Technology: Secondary School (2 cps)
- EDMT6*** First Teaching Area curriculum unit 3 (6 cps)
- EDMT6*** Second Teaching Area curriculum unit 3 (6 cps)

**Semester Two**
- EDMT6XXX Inquiring for Learning (8 cps)
- EDMT6020 Master of Teaching Internship (6 cps)
- EDMT6XXX Learning from Country (4 cps)

Elective (6 cps)
- Choose one of the following:
  - EDMT6642 The Transition to Teaching
  - EDHP3006 Advanced Studies in HPE (HPE students only)

**Curriculum units of study**
- EDMT6615 Aboriginal Studies Curriculum 3
- EDMT6627 Business Studies Curriculum 3
- EDMT6610 Classical Hebrew & Judaism Curriculum 3
- EDMT6604 Drama Curriculum 3
- EDMT6605 Economics Curriculum 3
- EDMT6607 English Curriculum 3
- EDMT6608 Geography Curriculum 3
- EDMT6609 History Curriculum 3
- EDMT6636 HPE Curriculum and Assessment Studies
- EDMT6611 Languages Curriculum 3
- EDMT6612 Languages Curriculum 3 (Additional)
- EDMT6006 Legal Studies Curriculum 3
- EDMT6613 Mathematics Curriculum 3
- EDMT6614 Mathematics Curriculum 3 (Extension)
- EDMT6639 Music Curriculum 3
- EDMT6640 Music Curriculum 3 Extension
- EDMT6637 Physical Education 3
- EDMT6014 Science Curriculum Elective: Biology
- EDMT6015 Science Curriculum Elective: Chemistry
- EDMT6016 Science Curriculum Elective: EES
- EDMT6017 Science Curriculum Elective: Physics
- EDMT6005 Society and Culture Curriculum 3
- EDMT6622 TESOL Curriculum 3
Master of Teaching (Secondary) (reduced-load) commencing 2022

Year 1
Students must complete all the following:

**Semester One**
- EDMT5676  Re-thinking: Students, Teachers, Schools  (5 cps)
- EDMT5010  Special and Inclusive Education  (3 cps)
- EDMT5706  Aboriginal Education: Secondary Contexts  (4 cps)

**Semester Two**
- EDMT5502  Teaching for Learning: Teachers and Students  (6 cps)
- EDMT5678  Literacy and Numeracy: Secondary Schools  (4 cps)
- EDMT6019  LANTITE MTeach  (0 cps)

Year 2
Students must complete all the following:

**Semester One**
- EDMT5***  First Teaching Area curriculum unit 1  (6 cps)
- EDMT5***  Second Teaching Area curriculum unit 1  (6 cps)

**Semester Two**
- EDMT5681  MTeach Professional Experience 1  (2 cps)
- EDMT5***  First Teaching Area curriculum unit 2  (6 cps)
- EDMT5***  Second Teaching Area curriculum unit 2  (6 cps)

**Curriculum units of study**
- EDMT5011  Aboriginal Studies Curriculum 1
- EDMT5012  Aboriginal Studies Curriculum 2
- EDMT5610  Classical Hebrew & Judaism Curriculum 1
- EDMT5660  Classical Hebrew & Judaism Curriculum 2
- EDMT5003  Commerce Curriculum 1
- EDMT5004  Commerce Curriculum 2
- EDMT5604  Drama Curriculum 1
- EDMT5654  Drama Curriculum 2
- EDMT5607  English Curriculum 1
- EDMT5657  English Curriculum 2
- EDMT5608  Geography Curriculum 1
- EDMT5658  Geography Curriculum 2
- EDMT5692  Health Curriculum 1
- EDMT5693  Health Curriculum 2
- EDMT5609  History Curriculum 1
- EDMT5659  History Curriculum 2
- EDMT5611  Languages Curriculum 1
- EDMT5612  Languages Curriculum 1 (Additional)
- EDMT5661  Languages Curriculum 2
- EDMT5662  Languages Curriculum 2 (Additional)
- EDMT5613  Mathematics Curriculum 1
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EDMT5614 Mathematics Curriculum 1 (Extension)
EDMT5663 Mathematics Curriculum 2
EDMT5664 Mathematics Curriculum 2 (Extension)
EDMT5700 Music Curriculum 1
EDMT5701 Music Curriculum 1 Extension
EDMT5702 Music Curriculum 2
EDMT5703 Music Curriculum 2 Extension
EDMT5694 Physical Education 1
EDMT5695 Physical Education 2
EDMT5617 Science Curriculum 1
EDMT5006 Science Curriculum 1 Extension
EDMT5667 Science Curriculum 2
EDMT5007 Science Curriculum 2 Extension
EDMT5622 TESOL Curriculum 1
EDMT5672 TESOL Curriculum 2

Year 3
Students must complete all the following:

Semester One
EDMT6500 Assessing for Learning: Diversity and Equity (5 cps)
EDMT6125 Special Education: Inclusive Schools (3 cps)
EDMT6629 MTeach Professional Experience 2 (2 cps)
EDMT6630 Information Technology: Secondary School (2 cps)
EDMT6*** First Teaching Area curriculum unit 3 (6 cps)
EDMT6*** Second Teaching Area curriculum unit 3 (6 cps)

Semester Two
EDMT6XXX Inquiring for Learning (8 cps)
EDMT6020 Master of Teaching Internship (6 cps)
EDMT6XXX Learning from Country (4 cps)

Elective (6 cps)
Choose one of the following:
EDMT6642 The Transition to Teaching
EDHP3006 Advanced Studies in HPE (HPE students only)

Curriculum units of study
EDMT6615 Aboriginal Studies Curriculum 3
EDMT6627 Business Studies Curriculum 3
EDMT6610 Classical Hebrew & Judaism Curriculum 3
EDMT6604 Drama Curriculum 3
EDMT6605 Economics Curriculum 3
EDMT6607 English Curriculum 3
EDMT6608 Geography Curriculum 3
EDMT6609 History Curriculum 3
EDMT6636 HPE Curriculum and Assessment Studies
EDMT6611 Languages Curriculum 3
EDMT6612 Languages Curriculum 3 (Additional)
EDMT6006 Legal Studies Curriculum 3
EDMT6613 Mathematics Curriculum 3
EDMT6614 Mathematics Curriculum 3 (Extension)
EDMT6639 Music Curriculum 3
EDMT6640  Music Curriculum 3 Extension
EDMT6637  Physical Education 3
EDMT6014  Science Curriculum Elective: Biology
EDMT6015  Science Curriculum Elective: Chemistry
EDMT6016  Science Curriculum Elective: EES
EDMT6017  Science Curriculum Elective: Physics
EDMT6005  Society and Culture Curriculum 3
EDMT6622  TESOL Curriculum 3